August 4th Rituals from Afar Outdoor Education

Our Guests were Yosef Gillers and Sara Just-Michael from Grow Torah; slide show to be shared on the reshet; go to growtorah.org/contact to get their resources

Other topics of discussion:
- How will we safely sing, even outside? Some schools using recordings to hear the voices
- Creating an outdoor faculty lounge
- Others encouraging the use of faculty cars for breaks
- How can we make outdoor “toys” to replace the ones we can’t have in the primary and K classrooms? Outdoor kitchens? How do we handle the touch of outdoor toys?
- Reading books outside about gardening in Heberw; tell nature stories
- We will be remote, but using the outdoors to have some gatherings
- If hybrid, how can kids at home garden? Go kits with all the materials
- Yoga mats and towels for the outside along with beach chairs
- Be sure to implement leave no trace policies for the environment
- Take PBL outside! Make the projects about the outdoors or a nearby park
- What if you don’t own your land? Be sure to get all appropriate permissions

Articles from fastcompay.com on outdoor classrooms
Reopen schools by moving classrooms outside
Close Streets and Create Outdoor Classrooms